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Current methods to identify and classify exoplanet transits are heavily reliant on human input to both
detrend and analyze the light curves. In the context of the future space mission PLATO , I developed a new
detection algorithm based on Machine Learning (ML).

One important advantage of ML is to not rely on any empirical noise model as classical data reduction
algorithms. Compared to previous implementations of Convolution Neural Network such as ExoNet (Shallue
and Vanderburg, 2018), AstroNet (Ansdell et al., 2018), and PlaNet (Malik et al., 2022), our architecture is
built to perform detection of single transits in high precision light curves. The objective of PLATO being the
discovery of exo-Earths, our algorithm indeed aims at detecting and classifying small transits of long period
planets. To that purpose, I adapted a Unet++ architecture (Ronneberger et al., 2015; Zhou et al., 2018),
which is expected to perform better than a standard Convolutional Neural Network. The ability of the model
to extract a wide variety of features at different scales, as well as making use of multi-modal data, make it
particularly suitable to detect small and single transit events.

We used the PLATO simulator to generate a large set of simulated light curves, used to train and evaluate
the network. These light curves include a variety of astrophysical signals: planets (over a large range of orbital
periods), eclipsing binaries but also background eclipsing binaries to asses the network classification capacity
to identify false positives. The stellar signal itself also includes granulation, pulsations and spots. In its current
state, the model takes as input the non-detrended light curve. It is able to extract individual transit events in
the noisy data, including super-Earth. It has achieved a global average precision score of ∼ 80%, despite the
currently limited dataset (∼ 5000 light curves).

In the forthcoming months, the dataset will be extended to tackle the class imbalance problem of finding
transit events within long duration light curves and improve the detection performance. The network will also
be improved to include the centroids information to enable better classification between transits, binaries and
background binaries.
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